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Toro offers multiple units for any application that is necessary from golf course fairways
and roughs. They are also used on athletic fields from school districts, collegiate and major
league sports venues. Toro’s reel technology has improved with the forward swept reels
offering a better quality of cut and better after cut appearance giving the look of an overall
total width of cut versus individual cutting unit after cut appearance. Also reel speed and
the clip are controlled by using the info center on most of our Reelmaster series. With
everything that Toro has to offer with their technology we also are giving the customer the
best and consistent look each and every day on his turf.
Now let's dig a little deeper into the models...

Reelmaster® 5010-H
A true hybrid mower that offers a hardened forward swept reel and matching hardened
bedknife. The bedknife to reel allows for light contact which will keep the reel sharp and
improve the edge longer for an optimal quality of cut. The reels are driven with electric reel
motors versus hydraulic motors, which allows for the elimination of 100 fewer potential
leak points and four gallons of hydraulic fluid. There are 4 12V batteries underneath
the floor pan of the traction unit, which have an average life of 3,500 hours. The stored
energy in the batteries can also be used to add additional HP to the engine. Toro has
implemented PowerMatch™ Technology which allows the engine to increase the HP
when and where it is needed (ex: climbing hills), and when the mower levels out to a
more flat terrain the HP decreases to use 20%-50% less fuel.
The other good news is whatever accessories that you may need - Power Rear Roller Brushes, Groomers or Verticutters this hybrid can handle all of these without any issues with a proven reliability and leading technology.

Reelmaster® 5510-D/5410-D
These two models are very similar to the Reelmaster 5010-H, with the exception of a
couple things:
- Tier 4 Final Yanmar Engines
- All Hydraulic Fairway Mower
The reel diameter is 7" on the 5510 model and is 5" on the 5410 model. All accessories will
fit on these cutting units as well, just as the 5010-H.

Reelmaster® 3575-D/3555-D
These two models are Toro's newest lightweight fairway mowers, which are
approximately 500 pounds lighter than our 4-wheel mowers. Both units come with 3-wheel
drive on our new tricycle frame traction unit, and have a 100" width of cut.
The differences is the diameter of cut of the reel itself. The 3575-D has only 7" diameter
reels for warm season turf, and the 3555-D has 5" diameter reels for warm or cool season
turf. Both units can run the Power Rear Roller Brushes or Groomers at the same time. One
of the unique features of both models is that they use slick tires just like on a riding
greensmower. This benefit allows the after-cut appearance with no tire marks to be seen
from the golfer's point of view.
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Reelmaster® 3550-D
This model is very similar to our 3575-D/3555-D models as far as engine size and our 3wheel traction unit with slick tires, but comes in an 82” width of cut only using 5” diameter
cutting units. This unit will cut both warm and cool season turf on fairways, approaches or
large multiple tee boxes.

Reelmaster® 7000-D
This is our heavy duty fairway/rough mower with an overall 121” width of cut using
27” cutting units or stretching out to 126” width of cut using optional 32” cutting
units. This mower by itself will offer a 55 HP Tier 4 Final Yanmar Engine with productivity
and superior after cut appearance. It also comes with a SmartCool system that controls
both the engine and hydraulic temperatures while operating so that the electric clutch will
reverse itself cooling both systems while continuing to operate regardless of how high the
outside temperature may be.

Reelmaster® 5 or 7 Gang Transport Frame
Last but not least, is our ground drive Reelmaster 11, 7 or 5 Blade Cutting Units, which can
also be used in mowing of fairways or roughs. The 5 unit frame has a mowing width of
11’ or the 7 unit frame with a mowing width of 14.4’. These 2 units can cover a lot of
ground, giving the customer an economical option when it comes to mowing.

